Northern Tool & Gear has been producing gears at their site in Arbroath, Scotland, since 1945. They have a team of 60 people of which 48 are directly employed in the manufacture of gears, shafts and bevels on the latest CNC machinery.

Northern Tool & Gear supply parts to many facets of industry including: renewables, mining, marine, printing, material sizing, motor sport, quarrying, pumps, steel processing, defence, railways and craneage.

Northern Tool & Gear stock a range of gears for classic car models and also manufacture bespoke gears for motorsport.

By applying for a Carbon Trust capital contribution and implementing an energy saving project, Northern Tool & Gear will reduce their energy bills by £3,700 each year.

Following an application to the Carbon Trust, Northern Tool & Gear installed LED lighting. The expected savings on energy bills come to over £3,700 each year.

Northern Tool & Gear also received a rebate from the Carbon Trust’s Green Business Fund. They received a total of £7,100 towards the project.

“Our experience with the Carbon Trust was very smooth and ‘user friendly’. I would recommend working with the Carbon Trust to anyone considering energy saving projects.”

Gordon Strachan, Managing Director, Northern Tool & Gear